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Shosholoza II to ca1Ty
l\111erica's Cup hopes
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They gained valuable experience du~ing the Louis Vuitton Act 1regatta in Marseille, .France. Now Team Shosholoza, South Africa's first entry
in the America's Cup, is looking forward to sailing a more competitive version, writes Henri du Plessis
·

Ignoble
·end for
jinxed
yacht
NZL82

NEW Shosholoza
will be ready to do
battle at sea as early
as June next year.
Construction on South
Africa's first completely new
America's Cup yacht would
start as soon as materials
and labour could be made
ready, confirmed skipper
Geoff Meek and naval architect Jason Ker.
·
Yet another new yacht
would then be built about a
year later to improve even
further on the experience
gained from sa1ling the first
new one.
Team Shosholoza is South
Africa's first entry in the
America's Cup, the yachting
world's premier inshore sailing competition.
.
The team, representing the
Royal Cape Yacht Club as
the official challenge club,
has challenged for the America's Cup 2007 and last week
took part in the fll'llt precuror regatta the Louis \Tuit·
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. THE LIFE 9f NZL82, the
prosaically named yacht
in which New Zealand
failed to defend the
America's Cup last year,
has been a short and bitter
one.
When a freak storm flung
the yacht from its cradle
on the pier at Marseille,
France, t~o weeks a10, its
competitive life came to an
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Its hull agape after being
pierced by the sharp edge
of a shipping container,
NZL82 was flown home to
New Zealand to be
repaired, then quietly
retired.
Previous New Zealand
Cup yachts, among them
the victorious NZL32 and
NZL60, have retired with
ceremony, passing into the
hands of maritime
museums or joining fleets
of classic yachts
worldwide.
No such glorious future
nd, gets' away upwind of Team New Zealand and cup difflflders Allnghi during a fleet race of the Louis Vuitton Act 1 regatta at Marseille.
awaits NZL82, which has
been plagued by almost
excel in a breese lighter than
perpetual trauma.
about 25 knots.an t rare
Even on the drawing
that a race
broad, NZL82 was
in wind stro
art at.
controversial. Its builders
Sail trimmiq ts one of the
Pressure: the various
challenged several aspects
fine arts aboard America's
of its design and its
pressures of the wind on
Cup racers. As a result, the
completion was delayed by
winches used for tightening
~
the inside of the sails also
a month while builders
+he.- ·"sh ee~i (i:.opes with
play a vital role, as the
and designers warred over
which th.e stl.ls are pulled
wind on this side of the
specifications. •
in) are of the most expensail determines the low
When it emerged fully
sive, lightest material and
pressures on the other
formed there were
most efficie:iitly geared for
side that finally moves the
immediate rumours, the
maximum power and speed.
NZL82 carried a design
Manoeuvring into the best
boat. Understandably,
feature which made it
positions at the start of a
Team Shosholoza was
revolutionary: a freak
one-on-one match race is a
reluctant to provide
among its class rivals.
vital part of the total strate...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._....
• computer models of a
That feature was
gy, which means that these
boat's hull, fearing they
eventually revealed to be a
yachts have to be able to turn
might give away some of
close-fitting second hull
on the proverbial tickey.
The
n~val architect Jason Ker at
known as a \lula - an
their design ideas.
The narrow keel plays an
The leaders: Shosholoza skipper and
abbreviation of hull
helmsman Geoff Meek and $8iling manager work on his computer where patterns of · important role in this, but
appendage - designed to
so
does
the
long,
narrow
rudVacuum:
it
is
not
the
vacuum and pressure are modelled.
Paul Standbridge.
~I
give it more speed.
der. Some America's Cup
pressurs in the sail, but
While experts quarrelled
yachts of the recent past
the
low
pressure
on
the
over whether 1t met the
with wooden frames and qualify to take part.
designed like monster ver- even came equipped With a
outside of It that primarlly
letter or spirit of the Cup's
slats covered by a finely
The aim is always to opti· sions of a sailing dinghy, bow· rudder to add to the
moves a yacht. The
rules, many believed it
faired and polished plywood mlse waterline length within offering no. accommodation boat's ability to turn.
would give New Zealand
Today modern computer
different colours in this
the rule and to ensure that or any other creature comskin.
. an overwhelming
America's Cup yachts have the sail area reaches the forts. The boats are designed technology plays a central
illustration shows the
advantage in the 2003 Cup
to be designed according to a maximum efficient size for to race a simple, basic course part in the design of a boat.
different areas of 'suction'.
final against Swiss
specific rule that limits the the boat. A sailboat with a against and with the wind, The flow of water around the
challenger Allnghi.
width and length of the hull longer waterline will always with little or no sailing with hull, the flow of wind around
Computer designs:
In December 2002, three
in specific places, as well as go faster than a shorter boat, the wind on the beam (from the sails and the effect of the
expert technicians and
months before the Cup
forces acting upon the boat's
the minimum weight of the even if it is heavier.
the side of the yacht).
final, the yacht was
designers use computer
yacht.
For that however, it needs
The yacht therefore does hull and rigging are develhurriedly rushed back
models like these to.test
"We have no America's the appropriate sail area and not need a broad beam with oped on computer and studinto its shed. Nothing was
Cup ,research of our own, but these two need to be care- a very fiat area behind the ied, to allow the designers
sail shapes and study the
said and Team New
we do kno\t what the other fully balanced.
keel, as one would find on to identify the most emctent
movement of air around a
Zealand remained upbeat
teams did for 2003," Ker said.
America's Cup yachts are the Open. Class 60-footers lines to which the boat is to
sail. In this graphic, the
but it was then the first
"We have to take that fur- narrow, long boats with a raced in round the world sin- be built.
computer models the
hint of doubt emerged.
When the famous Olin
ther and project 1t to 2007."
rounded hull and deep, nar- gle-handed marathons. The
· .
What was not
shape of a mast with a sail
Ker explained that Ameri· row keel. At the tip of the BOC Challenge race, a regu· S.t~qheQ.s, designer of a
immediately known was
in section, showing the
ca's Cup yachts had to be keel, a huge bulb of heavy . lar stopper at Cape Town in series of successful Ameri·
that the yacht's twin
designed inside well-defined metal Is attached, to counter the past; is an example of" ca'e u defenders before
various air pressures
sister, NZL81, had a major
parameters eat by the.event!&
around it in different
failure during trials.
rules committee.
sa s y e w •n .
colours denoting different
NZL82 had been
The bulb accounts for the
America's Cup yachts are hull was vita} Today, designNaval architects have to
- . forces.
immediately dry-dock~ to"
stick closely to certain largest percentage of the also lightly built and not ers still ha~ an eye for a
be substantially
meant to do lengthy passages line - with helpfrom modern
length, weight and width yacht's total weight.
strengthened.
They are generally . or ocean crossings. They technology.
restrictions to see their boat
The rest is history.
Alinghi swamped New
Zealand 5-0 in the best-of·
nine race finals series,
becoming the first team to
win the Cup at its first
attempt.
NZL82 was not only
blanked in those five
races, it twice had
disastrous structural
failures.
Millions had been spent
be going all the time," he general office facilities.
With Marseille behind them, HENRI DU PLESSIS
·
"Yacht RSA 48 itself is still on its design and
Team Shosholoza, South
wrote in a column on the
in the water as there is no construction. Yet at its
. Africa's America's Cup chal- Staff Reporter
team's website.
1en g e team, is getting
On their second day in the crane facility inf.lace yet to first outing a RS plastic
city, several Shosholoza lift her out. Stil , they (the bucket, used to bail its
acquainted with the Spanish city of Valencia where opposition and learn from crew made the most of an crew) have done some cos· rapidly-ffillnt; hull, had
metic work on the deck and been all that stood
they 'Ifill compete in two die touah contests.
· opportunity to be tourists.
"After breakfast, a few of h ave been s erv icing the between it and disaster.
The South Africans are·curseries of yacht races next
Since the Cup left New
month.
,
.ren tly sailing the slowest us set out on foot to see winches, and the sail makers
The visit to Valencia for boat, with sail number SA48, what was happening in the are repairing the sails used Zealand in March, 2003,
the Louis Vuitton Act 2 and and are under no illusions streets of Valencia," said in Marseille," Standbridge many hours have been
spent in determining what
said.
Act s regattas also eKposes about their expected perfor· Sampson.
"The whole team is up at went wrong with NZI.82.
But it has not been all play.
the team to the salling con- mance early n ext month
"The guys are working hard 6am training in the dark on · The resuus•of Team New
ditions they will have to live when the racing starts.
with when they race for the
But they are taking it in in the off time between regat- the nearby beach where they Zealand's investigations
their stride, preferring to get tas," said sailing manager do an hour of physical fit- into NZL82's failures have
America's Cup in 2007.
ness training including never been released; those
The city has been chosen to know the city during the Paul Standbridge.
"The mast is out of the boat stretching, running, press findings are still too
by the current holders of the first few days of their stay.
America's Cup, Team
Crewman Ashton Sampson and .they are doing some ups and sit ups. It is way sensitive.
What seems clear is that
Alinghi of Switzerland. for of Cape Town was surprised repairs and maintenance hotter here than Marseille o The team: photograpt'led shortly before their current Mediterranean adventure, Team
by the Spanish tradition of with the help of two top level temperatures of 33 to 34·c - to get an edge on its rivals
the
final
competition
that
:~ Shosholoza are ready to go. They a-e, in front, ~m left, Marc largesse, Guido Verhoevert,
year.
having a "siesta" in the specialist freelance mast but they swim after their whose budgets far
exercises and aga in when · outweighed New
:>, Marcello Burrlcks and skipper Geoff Meek. In the second row are fitness coach Salvatore
engineers.
.
· . The Louis Vuitton races, afternoons.
"They are also busy setting they knock off work at 6pm. Zealand's, the yach t's
"It's amazing to see that
which will continue until
·e Siviero, AshtonSampson, Sieraj Jacobs and S:olomon Dipeere. In the third row from the left
"They are in great spirits designers became obsessed
2007, are precursor races for most places just cease to up the Shosholoza base
:>, are Joe Heywood, Alex Runciman, Golden Mgedeza, Mark Sadler and David Rae. In the
America's Cup yachts, giv- operate between 2pm and which means laying a sail and are particularly enjoy- with innovation and lost
·e back row are Davey Smith, shore manager Henri Hiddes and sailing manager Paul
.
ing the various teams the 4pm as this is their siesta loft floor and running cables ing the Spanish cuisine, par- sight of fundamentals. Sapa-AP
opportunity to measure their time, but the mall seems to for fax, phone, printer and ticularly the paellas."
:k Standbridge.

"We want to start b
the deck as soon
can
get the mater· s and tl!e
labour tog er and then
we'd like to start on the hull
by the end of November,"
Ker said.
The decision to build a new
yacht was made after the
team showed much promise
during the Louis Vuitton
Act 1 regatta.
The South Africans managed to beat two newer
yachts on two occasions in
fleet races during the regatta
and won all but one of their
starts in a match racing
series that followed. .
The boat has since been
shipped to V~n-cia, fff'
Spain, for two further Louis
Vuitton events in October.
The team's original plan
was to bring the cur:rent boat
back to South Africa after
the Valencia events, ch~ her
up and adapt her hull. But
Me,ek and challenge chairman Salvatore Sarno realised
that the cost of doing that
was not that much less than
building a completely new,
competitive boat.
Explaining the intricacies
of designing an America's
Cup yacht, Ker said he hoped
to design the first new yacht
as a fast, good all-round boat
with which the South
Africans could compete
strongly and learn during
future Louis Vuitton events.
"If one focussed too much
on certain special features,
one could lose sight of the
whole. That is why we'd like
to concentrate on getting the
right balance."
Ker said the boat's design
would take into consideration the weather and sea conditions it would face and tactic al decisions, such as
whether it would be better at
upwind or downwind sailing
would be made accordingly.
"The second boat we aim
to build later, to serve as the
final challenge yacht, will
be designed to specifications
that include what the crew
wants."
The yacht will be built over
l}..JD.ale mould, usinB reaill
'pre-impregnated caroon
fibre cloth with a honeycomb
core.
The mould, or plug, will be
made to Ker's specifications
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Team takes in Valen cia's sights

ahead of second round

